
WRITE A BLOG WEBSITE

In short, a blog is a type of website that focuses mainly on written content, also blog sites to get a personal perspective
on things, so most bloggers write in a.

In fact, if you have any trouble at all setting up a blog with this tutorial, just contact me and I will do it for
you. Also called cornerstone content we will talk about it in the next step. You can use a custom domain
purchased separately for your Tumblr blog, and there are also third-party themes and apps available to
purchase. Nine of the best free blog sites to consider in 1. The bottom line? It provides a nice collection of free
and premium themes and templates for different purposes, including blogging. Share your story. Create the list
of topics Step 2. Here are some of the most popular tutorials from my blog:. One of the misconceptions about
starting a blog is that you need to be a great writer to be successful. Measure your blog's performance If you
haven't already done so, make sure you have a web stats tool to measure your website's performance. Once
you do that you can choose a basic design template for your blog you can easily change this later, as you will
see. That, plus: you do not need a blog of a high complexity. Weebly www. From here, you can create your
custom account in a matter of seconds. Pricing The basic WordPress. You will also need to choose your
hosting package and options. Make your blog shareable Links are the lifeblood of the internet, so make it easy
for your readers to share your blog. But you cannot use your own domain. It works just like the other hosted
platforms: you need to create an account first in order to use it. Ghost www. Instead, WordPress. Free third
party apps are limited. Very generous free plan that allows you to try out the service and even build an online
store before buying. As a matter of fact, editing while you write can hinder your creative flow. Skip the rest of
this introduction and start building your blog! Unfortunately, many small businesses are yet to wake up to the
benefits of this tool. If you do sign up with Hostgator be sure to use the coupon code BB as this will unlock
the maximum discount they offer on all their hosting packages. This is another WordPress-like blogging
platform. There are better solutions for that purpose out there when it comes to free blog sites. In our case,
here is the list we got for our yoga blog. Just like WordPress, the software is free but needs hosting and a
domain. Create the list of topics By this point, you already know what your blog is going to be about, and you
picked a niche. You can end it with. Design options are limited, with fewer templates available. I personally
use BlueHost and I recommend them for all new bloggers because: They will register your blog name for you
for free, making sure no one else can take it. Sign up with Web Hosting Full disclosure: To keep my site up
and running, I use affiliate links for some of the products mentioned in this guide. This content cannot be seen
on actual page but only inside the code. There are thousands of free themes available for WordPress.


